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Abstract-The decomposition method is applied to the initial/boundary value problem for the 
nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation which appears in nonlinear optics, plasma physics, and fluid me- 
chanics. 
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The nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation is 
Utt - v2u + pu = f(lu12u) 
for t E [O, T] w h ere u(t, z) is specified in a region and on the boundary. Given ~(0, z) = o(z) and 
~~(0, x) = p(z), a correct solution can be obtained without use of conditions on z [l]. 
Writing L for $r, L-l is defined as a two-fold definite integration from 0 to t. Thus we have 
Lu = v2u - pu + f( ~?pu). 
Operating with L-l on both sides, the left side is L-lLu = u - u(0) - tu’(0). Hence we have 
u = u(0, x) + tu’(0, z) + v2u - pu + f(~uI”u). 
Define 
2Ll-J = u(0, Lr) + tu’(0, z) = (Y(LIz) + t/3(z) # 0. 
Using the Adomian decomposition method, u = Cr,oun with the above ue term and writing 
f( ]u12)u in terms of the appropriate Adomian polynomials [l], we have 
21 = uo + L-lvgu, -L-y&, + L_‘FA,. 
n=O n=o n=O 
Components for n 2 0 are defined as 
un+l = L-‘V2un - L-‘pu, + L-lA,. 
The solution is u = Cr=oun and the useful m-term approximant to the solution is pm = 
C::&V If f is specified, the only problem then is to calculate the A, for f(]u12u). These are 
given by algorithms in [l] and elsewhere and are listed here for convenience. 
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The following A0 to A5 are written for 1~1~2~ as the nonlinearity. For a function f(lu12u), the 
A, must be written for the function of the following. In that case, of course, f must be specified. 
Ao = (uo + uo)uo, 
AI = (2110 . w)uo + (~0 . UO)UI, 
A2 = (2210 + ‘112 + UI . u&o + (2210 . ZQ)U~ + (u,, . uo)uz, 
A3 = (2~0 . u3 + 2211 . U~)U,I + (22~0. u2 + ~1. U&Q 
+ (2uo . U&2 + (uo . Uo)U3, 
A4 = (2210 . ‘114 + u2 .u2 + 2~1. u3)uo + (2ul . u2 + 2uo . u3)u1 
+ (u1 . u1+ 2% . u&2 + (2Uo . U1)U3 + (ug . ulJ)u4, 
A5 = (2210.~5 +2u1.u4 +2uz .u3)uo +(2ul 'u3 +u2 .u2 +2uo .u4)ul 
+(2ul'u2 +2uO'u&2 +(ul '~1+2uO 'u&3 +(2uO'?.+4 +(Uo. ‘Z&)215, 
The solution is given to six terms by the above. No linearization or perturbation has been 
used. The method has been rigorously proven to converge by a number of authors (see [l-13]) 
and applications have shown very accurate results. Analytic continuation for decomposition will 
appear in a forthcoming paper to provide global solutions. 
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